
Magnetic Neck Mount Sunnylife for Action Camera (ZJ554) Ref: 5905316146754
Opaska na szyję Sunnylife z magnetycznym mocowaniem do kamer sportowych (ZJ554)

Sunnylife neckband with magnetic attachment for sports cameras (ZJ554)
Make it easy to record breathtaking shots from a first-person perspective. The Sunnylife neck brace with magnetic attachment allows you
to mount your camera stably and is very convenient to use. The accessory also allows the device placed on it to rotate 360° and adjust
its tilt up to 180°. It is also distinguished by its wide compatibility and lightweight, compact design.
 
High-quality magnets - many possibilities
The mount is equipped with 8 magnets, so it can provide the camera mounted on it with the necessary stability. Don't be afraid that the
device will fall down and break! All this makes the product great for various scenarios. Attach the camera to your clothes and get a great
first-person perspective shot, or place it on a metal surface of your choice, such as a refrigerator.
 
Various adjustment options
Experiment with different recording angles and create original shots from an unusual perspective. The mount rotates 360°, so you can
position the camera mounted on it both horizontally and vertically. It is also possible to adjust the angle of the accessory up to 180°. Say
goodbye to limitations and prepare lots of interesting video footage!
 
Wide compatibility
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The product is compatible with many popular models of sports cameras. For example, you can easily attach to it DJI Osmo Action 3, DJI
Action 2, as well as devices from various series of GoPro, Insta360 One R or DJI Osmo Pocket. You can also mount your smartphone on it -
but for this you will need the Sunnylife ZJ069 mount (sold separately).
 
Convenience of use
Customize the accessory to suit your needs. You can freely adjust the length of the neckband between 20-40 cm - position it in a way
that  makes  you  comfortable.  The  product  is  also  extremely  lightweight  and  compact.  It  fits  easily  in  your  hand  and  is  very  easy  to
transport. Stow it in your bag, backpack or even pocket to keep it handy at all times and never miss an opportunity to record fantastic
shots!
 
Brand
Sunnylife
Model
ZJ554
Material
Magnet + plastic + polyester fiber
Weight
Approx. 73 g
Length of the armband
20-40 cm

Price:

€ 10.00

Smartphone accessories, Mobile Phone Accessories, Selfiesticks, Tripods
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